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1. Read and match the adjectives to the definitions1. Read and match the adjectives to the definitions
Using the Correct Homophone 

Many (Example) arid areas get their water from Many (Example) arid areas get their water from 
underground lakes. These (1) 
lakes were formed long ago when the climate was lakes were formed long ago when the climate was 
much wetter than today.

1. Read and match the adjectives to the definitions.   1. Read and match the adjectives to the definitions.   
the Correct Homophone 1

areas get their water from areas get their water from 
(1) vast

lakes were formed long ago when the climate was lakes were formed long ago when the climate was 



Nowadays, the ground is baked Nowadays, the ground is baked 
When it does rain, the water doesn’t have time to sink 
into the (3) parched soil. This means into the (3) parched soil. This means 
the (4) subterranean lakes are drying up

Recharge dams are one solution to this Recharge dams are one solution to this 
problem. Recharge dams
usually consist of a (6) low
(7) durable layer of cement.

Nowadays, the ground is baked (2) solid by the sun. Nowadays, the ground is baked (2) solid by the sun. 
water doesn’t have time to sink 

soil. This means that soil. This means that 
lakes are drying up.

Recharge dams are one solution to this (5) graveRecharge dams are one solution to this (5) grave

low wall of earth covered in a 
layer of cement.



They are built across wadis or dry riverbeds. When it They are built across wadis or dry riverbeds. When it 
rains, water rushes down
the wadi and gets trapped by the dam where athe wadi and gets trapped by the dam where a
(8) shallow pool of water forms.
The dam holds the water long enough for it to flow 
down into the ground and filldown into the ground and fill
up the underground lake.

or dry riverbeds. When it or dry riverbeds. When it 

and gets trapped by the dam where aand gets trapped by the dam where a
pool of water forms.

The dam holds the water long enough for it to flow 
down into the ground and filldown into the ground and fill



Example : arid i.    dryiExample : arid i.    dry
1.   vast a.   serious 
2.   solid b.   very big and wide

i

2.   solid b.   very big and wide
3.   parched c.   
4.   subterranean d.   hard and tough

.    dry, with no water.    dry, with no water
a.   serious or important
b.   very big and wideb.   very big and wide
c.   not high
d.   hard and tough



5.   grave e.   very dry5.   grave e.   very dry
6.   low f.   under the ground
7.   durable g.   not deep7.   durable g.   not deep
8.   shallow h.   hard and tough

e.   very drye.   very dry
f.   under the ground
g.   not deepg.   not deep
h.   hard and tough



2. Write sentences. Use the words in brackets2. Write sentences. Use the words in brackets
Example: playing
I think playing computer games is boring.I think playing computer games is boring.

1. raining
____________________________________

2. cleaning2. cleaning
____________________________________

sentences. Use the words in brackets.sentences. Use the words in brackets.

think playing computer games is boring.think playing computer games is boring.

____________________________________

____________________________________



3. walking3. walking
____________________________________

4. reading 4. reading 
____________________________________

5. washing
________________________________________________________________________

6. living
________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________



1. Complete the sentences.1. Complete the sentences.
Example: While I was swimming,
I saw a shark.I saw a shark.

1. While he was eating lunch,
______________________________

2.  When they were digging,2.  When they were digging,
______________________________

: While I was swimming,

eating lunch,
______________________________
When they were digging,When they were digging,
______________________________



4. ______________________________, 4. ______________________________, 
we made some lemonade.

5. ______________________________, 5. ______________________________, 
I washed your car.

6. ______________________________, 6. ______________________________, 
they watered the garden.

______________________________, ______________________________, 
made some lemonade.

______________________________, ______________________________, 

______________________________, ______________________________, 
watered the garden.



2. Matce the words in the box to the definitions2. Matce the words in the box to the definitions

population station

question pronunciation

in the box to the definitions.in the box to the definitions.

nation conversation

pronunciation pollution subtraction



Example: Something you do.Example: Something you do.
1. A country or large group of people
2. Buses and trains stop here2. Buses and trains stop here
3. You ask it. _____________

Example: Something you do. actionExample: Something you do. action
country or large group of people. _____________

and trains stop here. _____________and trains stop here. _____________
_____________



4. Dirt in the water and air. 4. Dirt in the water and air. 
5. The number of people in a country. 
6. The opposite of addition. 6. The opposite of addition. 
7. People have this when they talk together
8. The way you say words. 8. The way you say words. 

in the water and air. ____________in the water and air. ____________
number of people in a country. ____________
opposite of addition. ____________opposite of addition. ____________

have this when they talk together.___________
8. The way you say words. ____________8. The way you say words. ____________



1. Complete the sentences with adverbs. Use the 1. Complete the sentences with adverbs. Use the 
adjectives in the box to make the adverbs.

lucky angry

correct quiet correct quiet 

the sentences with adverbs. Use the the sentences with adverbs. Use the 
adjectives in the box to make the adverbs.

quick safe

hungry gentle hungry gentle 



Example: We slowly rowed up the riverExample: We slowly rowed up the river
1. He __________ ran up stairs.
2. She __________ carried the eggs to the kitchen.2. She __________ carried the eggs to the kitchen.
3. I answered all of the questions 
4. They __________ looked at the food.
5. We __________ skipped home.5. We __________ skipped home.

rowed up the river.rowed up the river.
ran up stairs.
carried the eggs to the kitchen.carried the eggs to the kitchen.

answered all of the questions ____________.
looked at the food.

skipped home.skipped home.



6. Mum got home __________.6. Mum got home __________.
7. __________ the ice didn’t break.
8. They __________ stroked the rabbit.8. They __________ stroked the rabbit.
9. He shouted __________ at the children.
10. They whispered __________10. They whispered __________

__________.__________.
the ice didn’t break.

stroked the rabbit.stroked the rabbit.
at the children.

__________ to each other.__________ to each other.



2. Complete the sentences.2. Complete the sentences.
Guide : Welcome to Sharm El

and I will try to answer and I will try to answer 
Tourist 1 : I’m an astronomer, where’s the best place 

see the stars?see the stars?
Guide : You will see the stars

El-Sheikh. I am your guide
to answer your questions.to answer your questions.

an astronomer, where’s the best place to

stars, if you go to the desert.



Tourist 2 : Can you tell me where I can find some Tourist 2 : Can you tell me where I can find some 
shops?

Guide : You (1) ____________________________,Guide : You (1) ____________________________,
to Na’ama Bay.

Tourist 3 : I want to learn more about Bedouin life.Tourist 3 : I want to learn more about Bedouin life.
Guide : If you visit the Heritage Museum, you

you tell me where I can find some localyou tell me where I can find some local

(1) ____________________________, if you go(1) ____________________________, if you go

3 : I want to learn more about Bedouin life.3 : I want to learn more about Bedouin life.
If you visit the Heritage Museum, you



Tourist 3 : I want to learn more about Bedouin life.Tourist 3 : I want to learn more about Bedouin life.
Guide : If you visit the Heritage Museum, you

(2) __________________________.(2) __________________________.
Tourist 4 : Is it possible to see some birds and animals?
Guide : If you go to the nature reserve, you

(3) ________________________________.(3) ________________________________.

want to learn more about Bedouin life.want to learn more about Bedouin life.
you visit the Heritage Museum, you
__________________________.__________________________.
it possible to see some birds and animals?

you go to the nature reserve, you
________________________________.________________________________.



Tourist 5 : I want to see some sharks!Tourist 5 : I want to see some sharks!
Guide : If you go diving, you 

(4) ___________________________.(4) ___________________________.
Tourist 6 : Where’s the best place to eat great seafood?
Guide : You (5) _________________________ 

Fawanees Restaurant.
All  tourists : Thank you! I’m sure we’ll have a 
wonderful time!wonderful time!

want to see some sharks!want to see some sharks!
you go diving, you 

4) ___________________________.4) ___________________________.
the best place to eat great seafood?

(5) _________________________ , if you go to
Restaurant.

Thank you! I’m sure we’ll have a 



1. Complete the sentences. Use the words in the box.

catch stretch

1. Complete the sentences. Use the words in the box.

catch stretch

match switch

the sentences. Use the words in the box.

hatch kitchen

the sentences. Use the words in the box.

hatch kitchen

watch pitch



Example: I need to sew a patch Example: I need to sew a patch 
1. Which teams are playing in the football 
2. l always  __________ before 2. l always  __________ before 
3. Open the ___________ and 

patch onto my trousers.patch onto my trousers.
teams are playing in the football _________?

before I go running.before I go running.
and let in some air.



4. Talal can ___________ , but he can’t throw.4. Talal can ___________ , but he can’t throw.
5. The teams are running onto the 
6. The food is in the ___________6. The food is in the ___________
7. Let’s stay in and ____________ 
8. It’s getting too hot, you should 8. It’s getting too hot, you should 

, but he can’t throw., but he can’t throw.
teams are running onto the _____________.

___________.___________.
____________ television.

getting too hot, you should ___________ it off.getting too hot, you should ___________ it off.



2. Use the words to make sentences about how clouds 2. Use the words to make sentences about how clouds 
are formed.
Use the present tense.Use the present tense.
Example: clouds, need, heat, dust

Clouds need heat and dustClouds need heat and dust

the words to make sentences about how clouds the words to make sentences about how clouds 

Example: clouds, need, heat, dust
need heat and dust.need heat and dust.



1. sun, heat, air1. sun, heat, air
____________________

2. warm, air, rise2. warm, air, rise
____________________

3. water vapour, cools3. water vapour, cools
____________________



4. water vapour, condenses4. water vapour, condenses
__________________________________

5. water droplets, form, dust 5. water droplets, form, dust 
__________________________________

6. tiny, water droplets, make 6. tiny, water droplets, make 
__________________________________

, condenses, condenses
__________________________________

droplets, form, dust particlesdroplets, form, dust particles
__________________________________

, water droplets, make clouds, water droplets, make clouds
__________________________________




